
secure outdoor storage



welcome to Trimetals
Quality, security and durability
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Trimetals has 
been established 
for over 45 years and 
is widely acclaimed 
as Europe’s leading 
producer of quality 
metal storage 
products. 
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At Trimetals we design, manufacture and deliver  

the very highest specification metal storage 

buildings available.

Established in 1967 we have a wealth of experience 

and boast the most modern production methods 

and machinery; in addition we use only premium 

materials including a special PVC coated galvanised 

steel for the panels which is guaranteed for an 

exceptional 25 years.

All products in our extensive range are maintenance 

free, fire resistant and have been tested for optimal 

strength, durability and security.

Do not confuse our products with cheap mass 

produced metal or plastic sheds which can be 

flimsy, easy to break into and will rust or become 

brittle over time.

If you require unrivalled quality, security, years of 

trouble free use and peace of mind you will not be 

disappointed with any Trimetals product you select.

Titan 108

Protect-a-cycle Pro

Titan 680



How people are using Trimetals
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There’s a whole a-z of uses for the super robust 

and secure Trimetals storage range and they are 

an essential part of life for all sorts of people and 

all sorts of places – from keen cyclists, gardeners 

and mobile home owners to international airports, 

major football clubs and thousands of schools.

Our products look and perform like no other. We 

have over 45 years of expertise to draw upon, 

allowing us to design and manufacture a premium 

quality range featuring modern, clever and unique 

patented designs.

All our storage buildings are produced in the UK 

from a PVC coated galvanised steel which offers 

tough protection against both thieves and the 

weather; this special material is also maintenance 

free and fire resistant.

A huge range of styles and sizes is available, 

from compact patio stores to garden sheds 

large enough to store ride-on garden machinery; 

unique and specialised storage for bicycles and 

motorcycles is also offered, from basic models 

up to those featuring the preferred police 

specification.

Whatever your storage requirement we have the 

answer – so don’t buy problems, buy Trimetals.

Bicycle Store (ideal for fishing equipment)

Protect-a-bike PAB 960
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As supplied to:

• Gardeners

• Landscapers

• Airports

• Hospitals

• Premiership football clubs

• Mobile home sites

• Golf clubs

• Building companies

• Over 4,000 UK schools

We are also major exporters to 

Europe and the Far East.

AP660 Professional PP650 Professional

Titan 108

Stowaway Bicycle Store
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Secure promotional storage Bespoke sheds

His and hers cycle stores

Animal feed and equipment Patio box 

bright ideas



Protect-a-cycle. Sydney, Australia Wood grain finish – ideal for lodges

Mobility scooter garage Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust London. Secure storage for school trips

Schools, nurseries and education
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Strong, secure and maintenance free
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All Trimetals buildings and stores are precision 

manufactured from modern PVC coated 

galvanised steel, which is approximately 50% 

thicker with twice the paint thickness of most 

comparable products.

This material does not require any maintenance 

and it is also fire resistant, with a 25 year 

guarantee against corrosion;  a high quality 

product giving many years of trouble-free service.

We have chosen either stainless steel or 

aluminium for all exterior fasteners to ensure our 

products look and perform at their very best.

Security, in addition to good looks and 

functionality, has also been carefully considered, 

with all products in the range featuring either 

secure padlock points or a handle operated bar 

locking system (or a combination of both). We 

also use special lock nuts on all accessible bolts, 

which stops any fasteners being removed from 

the outside.

Trimetals has been designing and manufacturing 

in the UK for over 45 years; we are approved 

to Lloyds Quality Assurance (ISO 9001) and 

have supplied many hundreds of thousands of 

storage buildings all over the globe.
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Fire resistant
To conform to National Building Regulations 

and restrictions on mobile/holiday home parks, 

the panels used on all Trimetals buildings have 

been approved to the following standards:

Class 0: Fire rating in accordance with tests car-

ried out to BS476: Part 6 (Fire Propagation)

Class 1: Rating Part 7 (Surface Spread of Flames)

A Certificate of Fire Conformity is available on 

request and supplied with each product.

9-12  Metal Sheds 13-16  Metal Storage Units

17-20  Cycle Stores 21-22  Protect-a-cycle Stores

23-26  Motorbike Garages

29-30  Patio Box

27-28  Protect-a-bike Garages

31-32  Gas Cylinder Storage Units

33-34  Sesame Units 35-38  Professional Range

Trimetals uses a special PVC coated galvanised 

steel for panels. This material is guaranteed 

for 25 years and is both maintenance free 

and fire resistant. Trimetals buildings have a 

replacement guarantee against rust perforation 

on all undamaged PVC coated panels. 

Terms and conditions are available on request.

Topcoat
Primer
Pre-treatment
Metallic coating
Substrate
Metallic coating

Pre-treatment
Primer

Backing coat
YEAR

PANEL GUARA
N

TE
E

Contents

8 layers of 
protection



Trimetals Metal Sheds
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An excellent range of both Apex and Pent Roof sheds, combining modern benefits 
but still keeping a traditional appearance.

All feature hinged doors, a key operated locking handle which secures a dual 
bolting mechanism and a exceptionally rigid and solid construction.

A wide selection of accessories is available including benching, shelving, wooden 
floors and different window configurations.

Simple assembly is achieved by utilising precision manufactured panels; our sheds 
are available in a selection of sizes to suit any garden.

Our range of Titan metal sheds is unique.  
The design, strength and quality are 
unmatched by any other manufacturer. 
So whatever you need to store outside, 
Trimetals has a secure metal shed that will 
protect season after season. 

Vents
Included to allow free flow of air

Quality Fixings
Exterior stainless steel fixings

Window
One acrylic window as standard 
(option of two windows or no windows)

Hinged door
Stainless steel hinges  
(option of double doors)

Lock
Key operated that bolts to both  
top and base of door

Material
PVC coated galvanised steel

Wooden Floor
Optional 18mm exterior grade floor

Ramp
Integral ramp to allow easy storage

Titan 960 – Pent roof

Apex roof
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Titan 960 – Pent roof. Our Pent roof range features wide double doors as standard

Mrs W – Dorset, UK

Titan 108 – Apex roof

Titan 660 – Apex roof (double door version)

Our largest shed, the Titan 108 is supplied 
in an attractive two tone green, it features 
double doors as standard and two windows. 
It is perfect for larger gardens and ideal for 
the storage of ride-on garden machinery. 

Vents
Included to allow free flow of air

Stainless steel exterior fixings
Stainless steel hinges and exterior fixings

Wide double doors
Easy access 

Lock
Key operated that bolts to both  
top and base of door

Ramp
Integral ramp for easy access

We are so pleased and proud of our 
shed – already our neighbours are 
drifting in to have a look. A good 
slogan for Trimetals would be ‘See 
the best – forget the rest’.  
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Optional accessories
Windows

The Titan 108 is supplied with two windows as standard 
which are fitted both sides of the doors. As an option 
this shed can have an additional two windows fitted to 
the rear of the shed (giving a maximum of four windows) 
or, for security, no windows at all. 

The Titan Pent roof models (940, 950, 960) have no 
windows. The Titan Apex sheds (630, 640, 660 and 680) 
come with one window as standard which can be fitted 
either side of the door. As an option these sheds can 
have an additional window (so there is a window each 
side of the door) or, for security, no windows at all. If 
you choose double doors as an option you cannot 
have any windows fitted.

Shelving & benching

Two-tier shelving and benching 
are available for all Titan models. 
The shelving is fixed to the 
shed frame and the benching is 
freestanding. Shelving dimensions 
(two-tier): 69” (1752mm) long 
x 8” (203mm) deep. Benching 
dimensions (two-tier): 33”  
(838mm) high x 15.5” (394mm) 
deep with length depending on Titan model from: 43” 
(1092mm) to 86” (2184mm)

Wooden floor

High quality wooden floors are available for all models and 
are supplied with metal floor supports.

Hasp & padlock (Pent roof models only)

These quality hasps and padlocks are constructed 
from stainless steel and brass for long life, and can 
be incorporated onto all Pent roof buildings for even 
greater security. They secure both doors and are an 
extra visible deterrent to thieves or vandals, especially 
if your building is used to store 
more expensive items, such 
as motorbikes or bicycles (see 
photograph). The hasp is used 
in addition to our normal keyed 
bolting mechanism, which is 
standard throughout the range.

Alarm 

Key pad operated infra-red movement sensing alarm with 
loud (130db) siren comes complete with unique fixing 
bracket for easy installation. Note: Batteries not included.

Siting

There are various ways that our Titan sheds can be sited, 
concrete bases or paving slabs are both options. For 
more alternatives and illustrations please see our website.

Roof style

The 940, 950 and 960  
are Pent roof style –  
all others are Apex. Pent Apex

 Length Width Height Door Hard  
   to apex width base area

630 (approx 6’x3’) 1014mm 1760mm 2085mm *685mm 1900 x 1155mm

640 (approx 6’x4’) 1314mm 1760mm 2085mm *685mm 1900 x 1455mm

660 (approx 6’x6’) 1757mm 1760mm 2085mm *685mm 1900 x 1900mm

680 (approx 6’x8’) 2372mm 1760mm 2085mm *685mm 1900 x 2515mm

940 (approx 9’x4’) 2625mm 1310mm 2100mm 1160mm 1450 x 2765mm

950 (approx 9’x5’) 2625mm 1540mm 2100mm 1395mm 1680 x 2765mm

960 (approx 9’x6’) 2625mm 1760mm 2100mm 1395mm 1900 x 2765mm

108 (approx 10’x8’) 2372mm 2980mm 2220mm 1395mm 3175 x 2535mm   

The door height on all models is 1740mm
*With double door option width is 1395mm (4’7”)

Titan size chart (metric)

Titan 680 – Apex roof

Metal Sheds – Technical information

 Length Width Height Door Hard  
   to apex width base area

630 (approx 6’x3’) 3’4” 5’9” 6’10” *2’3” 6’2” x 3’9”

640 (approx 6’x4’) 4’4” 5’9” 6’10” *2’3” 6’2” x 4’9”

660 (approx 6’x6’) 5’9” 5’9” 6’10” *2’3” 6’2” x 6’2”

680 (approx 6’x8’) 7’9” 5’9” 6’10” *2’3” 6’2” x 8’3”

940 (approx 9’x4’) 8’7” 4’4” 6’11” 3’9” 4’9” x 9’1”

950 (approx 9’x5’) 8’7” 5’1” 6’11” 4’7” 5’6” x 9’1”

960 (approx 9’x6’) 8’7” 5’9” 6’11” 4’7” 6’2” x 9’1”

108 (approx 10’x8’) 7’9” 9’9” 7’3” 4’7” 10’5” x 8’4”   

Titan size chart (imperial)

Red/White

Anthracite/
White

Blue/White

Olive/ 
Moorland

Olive

Note: The above sizes are internal – allow 150mm extra for external length 
and width measurements.

Colour options: 630, 640, 940, 950 and 960 – choice of either all Olive green 
or Two tone Olive / moorland green; 660 and 680 – any of the colours listed 
below, 108 – two tone moorland / olive green only.

Bench

Shelf



Trimetals Storage Units
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The No.1 and still the best - our uniquely designed garden stores have proved 
hugely successful, having sold many hundreds of thousands of units worldwide.  

The ingenious patented opening mechanism is light and easy to use and 
allows complete access to stored items.

Maintenance free construction and superb quality ensures many years of 
trouble free use.

Securely lockable via two padlock points and available in a wide range of sizes.

Our comprehensive range of storage units has 
proved immensely popular for both garden 
and general home use. They offer an excellent 
alternative or addition to a conventional shed, 
especially where space is limited and due to 
 their low profile and attractive designs, can be 
sited almost anywhere.

Quality Fixings
All fixings are stainless steel

All aluminium hinges and rivets

Easy to use
Spring Assisted Opening action

Lockable
Lockable – to two padlock points

Wooden Floor
Optional 12mm exterior grade floor

Storeguard

Storeguard
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Storeguard

Storeguard

Stowaway

Sentinel

Very good, sturdy and 
secure storage for my 
gardening tools. 
Mr. B – Lucerne, Switzerland



 
           
 Height Width Depth Height  Height Width Depth Weight
    to front to back

 44.5” 77” 35” 35” 43” 71” 33” 52kg
 1130mm 1960mm 890mm 890mm 1090mm 1800mm 840mm

  44.5” 54” 35” 35” 43” 48” 33” 38kg
 1130mm 1380mm 890mm 890mm 1090mm 1220mm 840mm

   39.5” 43” 26” 28.5” 38” 37” 24” 29kg
 1000mm 1090mm 660mm 720mm 970mm 940mm 620mm

  52.5” 77” 35” 43” 51” 71” 33” 59kg
 1330mm 1960mm 890mm 1090mm 1290mm 1800mm 840mm              

Optional accessories

1  Floor

All storage units can be supplied with a choice  
of ½” (12mm) exterior grade plywood floor (see 
picture 1) which raises the contents of the unit 
3” (75mm) above ground level – the floor is 
simply placed on a base frame within the unit or 
alternatively a ground level metal (galvanised) floor 
(see page 20).

2  Hasp & padlock

For even greater security this high quality lock set 
also secures the unit’s front door to the base. Both 
hasp and padlock feature a stainless steel and brass 
construction for long life. One or two sets can be 
fitted as required. 

3  Padlocks

These top quality solid brass padlocks feature a 
hardened steel shackle and come complete with two 
keys and a five year guarantee. Two padlocks are 
recommended.

4  Shelving

Our adjustable staged shelving sets are ideal for  
organising small items, ensuring you get the 
maximum benefit from the storage space. The 
Storeguard can hold two shelving sets and the 
Stowaway one set. Shelving is not available for  
the Sentinel.

Information
Colours
All models are available with moorland green side 
panels and olive green roof/door. The Storeguard 
and Bicycle Store are now also available in cream, 
anthracite and wood effect.

•  Unique design

•  Easy operation

•  Complete access

•  Fire resistant

•  Securely lockable    

•  Simple assembly

•  Maintenance free

Dimensions

16

1 32

Stowaway

Model

Storeguard

Stowaway

Sentinel

Bicycle Store

External                                                       Internal     

For security all stores are designed to 
be bolted down onto a hard surface.

Cream

Anthracite

Storage Units – Technical information

Wood

4

Olive/ 
Moorland

Note: Wood effect panels have a 
10 year guarantee
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Trimetals Cycle Stores
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A selection of three models is available. All store up to three adult bikes 
but feature increasing levels of security; you can choose which is suitable 
depending on your location and value of bicycles stored.  

Trimetals offers a choice of products specifically 
designed for the safe, secure and convenient 
storage of bicycles. From standard models 
right up to “Official Police Approved” Protect-
a-cycle versions, we have the ideal solution to 
your bike storage problems.

Quality Fixings
All fixings are stainless steel

All aluminium hinges and rivets

Easy to use
Spring assisted opening action

Hasps
Stainless steel hasps and staples 
(optional on standard model) 

Lockable
Lockable – to two padlock points

Storage
Stores up to three adult bikes 

cycleStandard Cycle Store

Page 21-22 Page 37-38Page 19
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Bicycle Store

Bicycle Store

A clever (patented) spring-assisted opening action allows complete and 
easy access to your cycles and, when closed, the unit benefits from two 
padlock positions as standard, or up to four locking points with the use 
of our optional hasp and padlock sets. For increased security, this unit 
is also designed to be bolted down (from the inside) onto a hard base, 
which prevents the store from being lifted.

The Bicycle Store is produced from a special PVC-coated galvanised 
steel, which is totally maintenance free and fire resistant. It is also 
guaranteed against corrosion for 25 years.

Standard 
Cycle Store

Tested and recommended 

by the UK’s leading cycling 

magazines, the standard 

Bicycle Store has the height 

and width to accommodate 

all types of mountain or 

racing bike and, depending 

on the design of the cycles, 

can accommodate up  

to three.

This is what we 
have been waiting 
for – clever design 
and easy to use.
Mr O – Tokyo, Japan



Bicycle Store

Magazine tests

“Top marks for design and ease of use and we rec-
ommend readers put one on top of their wish list.”

“The Bicycle Store is a great 
idea – the unit looks clean 
and tidy and it locks securely 
to give you peace  
of mind when you own 
expensive machines; a 
superb product and best 
available for the money.”

  External                    Internal   

 Height Width Depth Height Height Width Depth  
    to front to back

 52.5”   77”  35”  43”  51”  71" 33”  
1330mm 1960mm 890mm 1090mm 1290mm 1800mm 840mm

Weight – Standard store 59kg

•  Easy to use
•  PVC coated galvanised panels
•  Protects in all weathers
•  25 year panel guarantee
•  Stores up to three adult bikes
•  Quality build    
•  Easy assembly
•  Simple instructions
•  Maintenance free
•  Fire resistant
•  Choice of colours

Dimensions

A choice of attractive colour schemes 
is available to suit your location.

Cycle Stores – Technical information

Cream

Wood Anthracite

20

Olive/ 
Moorland

Note: Wood effect panels have a 
10 year guarantee

Optional metal floor – wooden floor 
also available see page 16

Optional metal floor Optional hasp and padlock



Protect-a-cycle Store

The Protect-a-cycle is the only bicycle store 
in the UK to be awarded the coveted Loss 
Prevention Certification Board and Police 
Preferred Specification stamps of approval.

To achieve these awards, the Protect-a-cycle 
was put through a series of rigorous tests 
to confirm its amazingly tough resistance to 
vandalism and theft.

This impressive cycle store comes as a 
package with an integral metal floor and 
ground anchor, exceptionally strong metal 
hasps and padlocks, and a heavy-duty 
security cable for attaching bikes to the 
store internally.

Designed with all serious cyclists and mountain 

bikers specifically in mind, the Trimetals  

Protect-a-cycle store boasts all the excellent 

benefits of our standard Bicycle Store but has 

many extra features to make it ultra secure.

21

Certificate No. 899a
Approved to LPS1175:  

Issue 6 Security Rating 1

First and only bicycle  
store to achieve the  

police SBD mark

Protect-a-cycle Store

Secure  
Cycle Store

Thanks very much for my new 

Protect-a-Cycle – I love it and 

wish I had it years ago. I’m  

going to go out and buy a 

new bike to celebrate it!
Mrs M – Sydney, Australia



Magazine tests

“Robust enough to deter anyone breaking  
in and is a sound investment. It is easy to 
assemble, unobtrusive and can store bikes  
and kit with room to spare; this product is  
Highly Recommended.”

“The best reflection of a cyclist’s opinion about 
any product isn’t what they say about it or 
whether they’d happily use it, it’s whether or not 
they’d buy it with their own money. I purchased 
three Protect-a-cycle bike stores for my own 
bikes. They’re sturdy, weatherproof, secure, and 
take up little  space.” - Dan Joyce, Editor.

22

  External                    Internal   

 Height Width Depth Height Height Width Depth  
    to front to back

 52.5”   77”  35”  43”  51”  71" 33”  
1330mm 1960mm 890mm 1090mm 1290mm 1800mm 840mm

Protect-a-cycle store 77kg

•  Easy to use
•  Integral metal floor
•  Ground anchor
•  Three heavy duty padlocks   
 and hasps
•  Internal security cable
•  PVC coated galvanised panels
•  Protects in all weathers
•  25 year panel guarantee
•  Stores up to three adult bikes
•  Quality build    
•  Easy assembly
•  Simple instructions
•  Maintenance free
•  Fire resistant
•  Choice of colours

Dimensions

Protect-a-cycle Store

Cycle Stores – Technical information

A choice of attractive colour schemes 
is available to suit your location.

This product is approved to 
LPS 1175 and can help housing 
professionals gain extra points 
under the Code for Sustainable 
Homes, since providing secure 
cycle storage can encourage 
residents to adopt a more 
sustainable lifestyle

Cream

Wood Anthracite

Olive/ 
Moorland

Protect-a-cycle products must be bolted down 
onto a concrete base, they are shown on paving 
slabs for the purpose of photography only

Note: Wood effect panels have a 10 year guarantee



Trimetals Motorbike Garages
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Protect your valuable motorbike from theft, 
vandalism and the weather with our range 
of motorbike garages.

We offer both standard and “Official Police 
Approved” Protect-a-bike versions.

Vents
Included to allow free flow of air

Quality Fixings
Exterior fixings are stainless steel

Hinged wide double doors
Stainless steel hinges

Lock
Key operated that bolts to both  
top and base of door

Material
PVC coated galvanised steel

Shelving and benching
Available as optional extras

Wooden Floor
Optional 18mm exterior grade floor

Ramp
Integral ramp to allow easy access

Titan MCG 960

A unique range of motorcycle storage solutions with a selection of three sizes 
and a choice of two levels of security. 

Standard  
Motorbike Garage

Page 27-28Page 25-26



Standard  
Motorbike Garage
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Titan MCG 960

Titan MCG 940

Keep your motorcycle out of sight and protected from vandals, thieves 
and the weather with our convenient and secure garages. 

These garages feature a maintenance free construction and are 
available in a choice of three sizes with the largest (MCG 960) being 
able to store two machines side-by-side.

All garages use wide double doors to ensure easy access, for additional 
security we offer the option of a secondary hasp with padlock and an 
alarm (see facing page for details).

We believe our garages offer the complete answer to your motorbike 
protection at an affordable price.

Superior quality for optimal 

strength, security and 

service life.

Storage made easy,  

also many insurance 

companies offer discounts 

if motorcycles are stored in 

our unique metal garages.

Great design and high quality, 

easy to assemble too.

Mr K – Frankfurt, Germany
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Don’t just take our word for it...

 

“Waterproof, convenient, big enough for a Harley.” 

RIDE MAGAZINE

“The Trimetals motorcycle 

garage offers something that is 

sturdy, well built and any  

outsider is completely unaware 

as to what’s inside. The perfect little home for your 

two wheeled loved one.” 

PERFORMANCE BIKES MAGAZINE

Note: The above sizes are internal – allow 150mm extra for external length and 
width measurements.

Titan MCG 960

MCG 960
Width 1760mm

Door width 1395mm

MCG 950
Width 1540mm

Door width 1395

MCG 940
Width 1310mm

Door width 1160mm

Features

•  PVC coated galvanised 
steel panels

•  Stainless steel exterior 
panel fixings

•  Keyed with locking bars 
locating to top and base  
of door

•  Double door access

Optional accessories
Hasp & Padlock (Pic 1)
This quality stainless steel hasp and brass padlock 

(with hardened steel shackle) secures both doors and 

is an     extra visible deterrent to thieves.

Alarm (Pic 2)
Key pad operated infra-red movement sensing alarm 

with loud (130db) siren. Comes complete with unique 

fixing bracket for easy installation. Note: Batteries 

not included.

Shelf
Two-tier shelf (please refer to page 12)

Work bench (please refer to page 12)

Floor
18mm exterior grade wooden floor with  

metal supports.

 
           
 Length Width Height  Door Door Hard 
   high side width height base area

 2625mm 1310mm 2100mm 1160mm 1740mm 1450 x 2765mm  
 

 2625mm 1540mm 2100mm 1395mm 1740mm 1680 x 2765mm

  
 2625mm 1760mm 2100mm 1395mm 1740mm 1900 x 2765mm 
  

Dimensions - Internal

Model

MCG 940

MCG 950

MCG 960

Motorbike garages – Technical information

Titan MCG 960

1

2
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Secure 
Motorbike Garage

Protect-a-bike

When you’re serious about extra 

protection for your motorcycles 

Protect-a-bike has all the benefits 

of our motorcycle garages but has 

extra features for superior security.

Protect-a-bike

The Protect-a-bike is the only motorbike 
garage in the UK to be awarded the 
coveted Loss Prevention Certification 
Board and Police Preferred Specification 
stamps of approval.

To achieve these awards, the Protect-a-bike 
was put through a series of rigorous tests 
to confirm its amazingly tough resistance 
to vandalism and theft.

Certificate No. 899a
Approved to LPS1175:  

Issue 6 Security Rating 2

First and only motorbike  
garage to achieve the  

police SBD mark



Don’t just take our word for it...

Note: The above sizes are internal – allow 150mm extra for external length and 
width measurements.

Protect-a-bike

Features
• Ground anchor, security chain with 

padlock, secondary front door lock and 
PIR alarm are included

• Strong, rigid construction

• Maintenance free

• PVC coated galvanised steel panels - 
25 year guarantee

• Secure mounting - bolts down onto a 
hard surface from the inside

• Stainless steel exterior panel fixings

• Wide double door access

• Doors can be placed either end 
of garage

• Keyed lock with locking bar locating to 
both top and base of door

• Simple assembly - step by step 
illustrated instructions

• Stores up to two motorbikes (largest 
model)

• Insurance discounts usually available

• Motorcycle is out of sight

• Recommended by UK’s leading 
magazines

• Wide range of optional extras

• Maintenance free - lasting good looks 
(no painting)

• Fire resistant - complies with national 
building regulations

• Complete motorcycle protection at an 
affordable price

 
           
 Length Width Height  Door Door Hard 
   high side width height base area

 2625mm 1310mm 2100mm 1160mm 1740mm 1450 x 2765mm  
 

 2625mm 1540mm 2100mm 1395mm 1740mm 1680 x 2765mm

  
 2625mm 1760mm 2100mm 1395mm 1740mm 1900 x 2765mm 
  

Dimensions - Internal

Model

MCG 940

MCG 950

MCG 960

Motorbike garages – Technical information
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“Easy to assemble, secure and maintenance free 
– recommended.”  BIKE MAGAZINE

“Sturdy, big enough for touring bikes, looks easy 

to erect and is excellent value for money.” 

MOTORCYCLE SPORT & LEISURE 

Siting  There are various ways that our Titan sheds can be sited, concrete bases or paving 
slabs are both options. For more alternatives and illustrations please see our website.

Included accessories

Ground anchor and chain with padlock

Hasp and padlock

PIR alarm
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Anthracite with grey corners

White with anthracite corners Poppy red with grey corners Olive green with grey corners



A range of superior quality patio boxes 
featuring an attractive modern design and 
available in a wide range of vibrant colours. 
A compact and functional storage solution 
which can be used on decking or patios; they 
are perfect for general garden use and ideal 
for storing swimming pool equipment.

Quality fixings
All fixings are stainless steel

Hinged lid
Easy gas strut assisted operation

Handle operated  
keyed lock
Bolting to two location points for security

Quality materials
PVC coated galvanised steel

Integral metal floor

 
           
 Height Width Length 
   

 725mm 785mm 1350mm

 725mm 785mm 1875mm

 

Dimensions

Model

B48

B74
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Grey with anthracite corners

Cornflower blue with anthracite corners

Can be supplied in many other colour combinations and sizes subject to  
minimum order quantities.



The Trimetals Senturion range of LPG cylinder 

stores has been designed and manufactured in 

the UK to meet the current Codes of Practice as 

specified by the LP Gas Association (which adopts 

the recommendations of BSI, CEN and ISO) and 

conform to the British Standards associated with 

these Codes of Practice.
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Trimetals Gas Cylinder Storage

Fire resistant 

All models are produced from a fire resistant PVC coated 
galvanised steel, which conforms to both Class 0 (in 
accordance with BS476: Part 6 and 7) and Class 1 fire ratings. 
This material is also maintenance free and guaranteed against 
corrosion for 25 years.

Ventilation

Our gas cylinder stores have been specifically designed to 
provide the correct level of ventilation. Our products feature 
vents at both high and low levels which is critical when storing 
LPG cylinders.

Safety labels
Approved safety labels are supplied with each product.

Location information & conformity declaration

All products are supplied with detailed technical information 
such as location advice and a written declaration that they 
conform to all current British Standards/Codes of Practice. 
This can be shown to Fire Officers or Gas Appliance installers, 
to confirm the products are suitable for use.

Senturion 447

47kg 47kg 47kg 47kg

Recommended by Antargaz the 
leading supplier of LPG in France

Sentinel (LPG)

19kg

The Sentinel LPG features a front door  

panel which extends to the base

The 071513 has a hinged lid 

which can be padlocked shut  

if required

071513

Official supplier to:
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• Safety label (supplied)

• High level ventilation

• Fixing holes for regulator/
changeover valve

• Easy opening action

• Protected pipe exit hole to
prevent chafing

• Secure padlock points

• Removable lower front panel

• Fire resistant PVC coated 
galvanised steel panels

• Low-level ventilation

Main features

Senturion 247

 
Senturion 151319

IMPORTANT: Our gas cylinder stores are not to be used 
within a building – they are intended for exterior use only.

19kg

Shows metal 
base when 
lower front 
panel is 
removed

 Height Width Depth Weight Cylinder storage capacity

 62” 44” 27”  2 x 47kg cylinders 
 1570mm 1120mm 690mm 49kg

 62” 77” 27”  4 x 47kg cylinders 
 1570mm 1960mm 690mm 75kg

 39.5” 43” 26”  2 cylinders up to 19kg each 
1000mm 1090mm 660mm 29kg

 39” 30” 19”  2 cylinders up to 19kg each 
980mm 760mm 480mm 23kg

 28” 27” 17”  2 cylinders up to 13kg each 
720mm 695mm 430mm 10kg

Unit dimensions

Model

247 

447

Sentinel 
LPG

151319

071513

Compliance information

1  BS5482: Part 1 2005 (Code of Practice for Domestic Butane 
and Propane gas burning installations).

2  BS476-22: 1987 
(Fire Resistance of materials used in product construction).

3  LP Gas Association Code of Practice 24: Part 1 - Use of LPG 
Cylinders: Use of LPG Cylinders at Residential and Similar 
Premises (July 2006).

4  LP Gas Association Code of Practice 7 - Storage of Full and 
Empty LPG Cylinders and Cartridges (March 2004).

5  Class 0 and Class 1 
(Fire Rating materials used in product construction).

The 247, 447 and 151319 models 
have a removable lower front panel.

Integral metal base

The 247, 447 and 151319 models feature an integral metal 
base, which is designed to be bolted down onto a hard surface. 
Cylinders within the Sentinel unit rest directly onto the ground.

247 base shown

Senturion 247

We supply five models within our Gas 
Cylinder storage range. The Senturion 
247, 447 and 151319 have an integral 
metal base and a removable lower front 
panel (see illustration) which allows for 
the easy changeover of cylinders. All 
products are lockable via padlock points 
and have different methods of operation 
depending on model.
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Trimetals Sesame Units
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Sesame

The new Sesame storage unit is the latest 
addition to our garden storage range.
This model has virtually no lip or ramp at the 
front for simple storage of heavy or bulky 
items such as lawnmowers or barbecues – it 
is also ideal for use as a bicycle store.

 
           
 Height Width Depth 
   

 1390mm 1850mm 760mm 

Dimensions

Model

Sesame

     

Quality Fixings
All fixings are stainless steel

All aluminium hinges and rivets

Easy to use
Gas strut assisted opening action

Lockable
Lockable – to four padlock points

Reinforced metal floor
Ribbed for extra strength

Low profile front lip for easy access

Cream

Olive/ 
Moorland



Trimetals Professional Metal Sheds
Although the Trimetals standard range of Titan sheds is generally 
regarded as the highest quality and most secure metal sheds 
available, there can be applications where an even higher 
specification is required, especially for professional or heavy duty 
applications.

With this in mind, we have designed this superb new selection, which 
are the strongest, most secure buildings we have ever produced.

They feature a number of enhanced security features and are 
manufactured from panels which are approximately 40% thicker 
(compared with our standard range).
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A combination of over 45 years’ 

experience, superior materials 

and modern manufacturing 

methods have resulted in this 

new range of Professional sheds 

which is truly unmatched.

AP680 - Apex roof style

PP660 - Pent roof style

PP660 - Pent roof style

Due to their vastly increased strength and rigidity they are suitable 
for the harshest environments and offer unrivalled security, making 
them suitable for the professional gardener or landscaper. They 
are also ideal for schools, sports clubs, guest houses, pubs or 
commercial use.

In addition they offer the ultimate in garden security and are highly 
recommended in exposed areas or where expensive machinery  
is stored.

The attractive profiled shed panels are made from a special PVC-
coated galvanised steel which is maintenance free, fire resistant 
and guaranteed for 25 years against corrosion.
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Optional accessories
Work bench - 
Two tier galvanised  
steel work bench  
(freestanding) –  
1638mm long x 838mm  
high x 394mm deep.

 
Shelf – Two tier 
galvanised steel shelf  
(attaches to side panel  
of shed) – 1752mm  
long x 203mm deep.
 
Wooden floors – 
High quality exterior grade wooden floors are available 
for all models, they are supplied with metal floor 
supports.
 
Stainless Steel Hasp and  
staple supplied as standard.
 
Door location: in 6’ side for all 
Apex models and in short side in 
all Pent models.
 
Siting

There are various ways that our Titan sheds can be sited, 
concrete bases or paving slabs are both options. For 
more alternatives and illustrations please see our website.
 
Roof style

All sheds prefixed “AP” are Apex roof style and those 
prefixed “PP” are Pent roof style.

Pent Apex

 Length Width Height Door Hard  
   to apex width base area

AP640 (approx 6’x4’) 1314mm 1760mm 2085mm *685mm 1900 x 1455mm

AP660 (approx 6’x6’) 1757mm 1760mm 2085mm *685mm 1900 x 1900mm

AP680 (approx 6’x8’) 2372mm 1760mm 2085mm *685mm 1900 x 2515mm

PP640 (approx 6’x4’) 1760mm 1310mm 2100mm 1160mm 1450 x 1900mm

PP650 (approx 6’x5’) 1760mm 1540mm 2100mm 1395mm 1680 x 1900mm

PP660 (approx 6’x6’) 1760mm 1760mm 2100mm 1395mm 1900 x 1900mm

            

The door height on all models is 1740mm
*With double door option width is 1395mm

Note: The above sizes are internal – allow 150mm extra for external length 
and width measurements.

Premium Range size chart (metric)

Metal Sheds – Technical information

 Length Width Height Door Hard  
   to apex width base area

AP640 (approx 6’x4’) 52” 69” 82” 27” 75” x 57”

AP660 (approx 6’x6’) 70” 69” 82” 27” 75” x 75”

AP680 (approx 6’x8’) 93” 69” 82” 27” 75” x 99”

PP640 (approx 6’x4’) 69” 52” 83” 46” 57” x 75”

PP650 (approx 6’x5’) 69” 61” 83” 55” 66” x 75”

PP660 (approx 6’x6’) 69” 69” 83” 55” 75” x 75”

            

Premium Range size chart (imperial)

AP680 - Apex roof style

For optimal security a key operated 
locking mechanism bolts both top and 
base of the door. This is complemented 
by a secondary stainless steel hasp and 
staple which also serves as an excellent 
visible deterrent.

The new Professional range offers 
the ultimate in all-round strength and 
protection, an excellent package at an 
affordable price.
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Protect-a-cycle Pro

With the highest product specification on the market, Protect-a-cycle 
Pro is the strongest, most secure cycle storage we have ever produced. 
It is supplied complete with two stainless steel hasps with two high 
security padlocks and a heavy duty ground anchor (all Sold Secure Silver 
Approved) with high security chain (Loss Prevention Board tested) to 
prevent the contents being removed.

Protect-a-cycle Pro’s superlative strength and rigidity comes from its 
extremely robust construction. It incorporates panels that are 40% 
thicker compared to our standard cycle store and its wider design  
allows for easy storage of most modern hybrids.

The Protect-a-cycle Pro storage 

system has been designed to 

offer outstanding security when 

the ultimate in cycle protection 

is required. And it’s the only 

high performance cycle store to 

have the unique distinction of 

Secured by Design and Level 

2 certification from the Loss 

Prevention Certification Board 

which is the independent testing 

and product evaluation authority.

Protect-a-cycle Pro Protect-a-cycle Pro

Ultra Secure  
Cycle Store

Certificate No. 899b
Approved to LPS1175:  

Issue 7 Security Rating 2

First and only bicycle  
store to achieve the  

police SBD mark
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Magazine tests

  External                    Internal   

 Height Width Depth Height Height Width Depth  
    to front to back

 52’   83”  35”  43”  51”  76" 33”  
1330mm 2110mm 890mm 1090mm 1290mm 1945mm 840mm

•  Easy to use
•  Integral metal floor
•  Ground anchor
•  Three heavy duty padlocks   
 and hasps
•  Internal security chain
•  PVC coated galvanised panels
•  Protects in all weathers
•  Stores up to three adult bikes
•  Quality build    
•  Easy assembly
•  Simple instructions
•  Maintenance free
•  Fire resistant
•  Choice of colours

Dimensions

A choice of two attractive 
colour schemes is available 
to suit your location – either 
green or all cream.

Cream

Olive

Cycle Stores – Technical information

“Trimetals has a reputation for high quality 
secure cycle storage. The “pro” version has 
a particularly hi-quality spec, it is not easy to 
see how you can keep your bike more secure 
- unless you ride it all day and sleep with it all 
night.” - Steve Dyster, Editor

“Would soon pay for itself in high risk areas – 
Recommended.” - Dan Joyce, Editor.

Incredible strength



TRIMETALS LTD

SUNRISE BUSINESS PARK

BLANDFORD FORUM . DORSET . DT11 8ST . UK

Tel: 01258 459441 . Fax: 01258 480408

Tel: +44 (0) 1258 459441 . Fax: +44 (0) 1258 480408

Email: sales@trimetals.co.uk

www.trimetals.co.uk

www.protectacycle.co.uk 

www.protectabike.co.uk 

Our range of products is protected by the following patents, patent applications and design 
registrations in Britain and other countries:  
9202671.5, 2007355, M9007828.4, 907238, 20775.00, 9102310, 1002494, 2263936, 9510854.4. 
001894783-0001, 002223081-0001, 2089047. 
Trimetals is a registered Trade Mark. The names Senturion, Senturion 247 and Senturion 447 are 
registered as British Trademarks ref: 1445220 and 1446262.

We reserve the right to alter specifications outlined in this document without incurring 
any obligation. Unit colours may vary slightly to those shown due to printing and material 
manufacture limitations.

Brochure designed and produced by Coast Agency

Trading Standards
Approved Trader

Supporting British Industry

Designed and manufactured in the UK

DEALER STAMP

Secured by Design

Police Preferred Specification

SBD

Please refer to 
pages 21, 27 & 37


